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NINA YUUN EDITION 4.5: “RUST AND FLOWER” 

Known for elegance and sustainability, NINA YUUN’s blend of Korean-Swiss design is a breath of fresh air. A 
combination of clean, modern style and subtle lines and fine fabrics evoking her Korean heritage. Inspired by the 
changes over the last year of lockdowns, the new capsule echoes these codes with a renewed sense of calm. 

During lockdowns, caused by a global pandemic, time seems to stand still as the world becomes a quieter place, 
our senses are enhanced, our feelings stronger, sharper and more acute. Time spent alone provides a moment to 
appreciate the little things like the sunshine. To look at things that were just passing you by. We start to find beauty 
in the smallest of things – we learn to create out of waste, a flower is born from rust. 

NINA YUUN’s Edition 04.5 “Rust and Flower” is a compact capsule collection. Having decided to create single 
collection a year, in keeping with the brand’s sustainable approach, these x.5 editions will consist of more 
accessible pieces as a bridge to the next season. 

This capsule collection offers streamlined silhouettes created by extensive pattern research and manipulation. Like 
the silver lining of a new day, warm black meets shades of cinnamon and contrasts with energetic yellow. Artisanal 
techniques make an appearance with the designer’s study of “Nubi”, traditional Korean quilting reworked in a new 
accessible way. This collection is carefully curated for our new life where blending comfort with style and work from 
home is the new norm. An ode to sleek, minimal yet comfortable style. The ‘Rust and Flower’ capsule is an ideal 
wardrobe for 2021.

“This collection is carefully curated for our ‘new’ life 

where blending comfort with style and work from home 

is the new norm.”

Press Release

The NINA YUUN Edition 04.5 “Rust and Flower” capsule collection will be presented at the 19th edition of Mode 
Suisse, the SÉLECTION MODE SUISSE CHEZ JELMOLI from March 11 to April 10, 2021 (TBC), Bahnhofstrasse in 
Zurich. Virtual show activities (Instagram @ModeSuisse, Youtube) will take place from February 27 to March 2, 
2021. Please reach out to press@modesuisse.com (cc. info@ninayuun.com) if you need more information on the 
collection or NINA YUUN. 



Get in touch
Would you like to stock NINA YUUN? We look forward 
to discussing your retail needs.

Wholesale & press inquiries: info@ninayuun.com

Campaign hashtags: #ninayuun #ninayuunedition4.5 
#rustandflower #ModeSuisse19 #ModeSuisse
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About NINA YUUN 
NINA YUUN stands for inspiration, sustainability, and aesthetic elegance. The Korean-Swiss womenswear label, with 
its appealing combination of clean, refined cuts and colours, embodies a continued dialogue with common 
stereotypes in our society in terms of both content and style. The international designer Nina Yuun was born in New 
Jersey and grew up in Seoul, before transferring her creative life to Switzerland. An art school graduate, Yuun 
maintains an enduring passion for colours, shapes, and materials as she transposes her personality and international 
perspective into unique designs. NINA YUUN's garments are characterised by precise craftsmanship, strikingly 
juxtaposed with the deconstruction of traditional clothing, resulting in unique pieces with unmistakable, timeless 
feminine elegance for fashion-forward, confident women. Currently, Nina’s atelier and creative centre is in 
Winterthur, where she offers studio visits and traditional Korean artisanry and fashion upcycling workshops. 

NINA YUUN can be purchased directly from our online shop as well as in selected high-end retailers across 
Switzerland, including Set & Sekt in Basel, Opia in Zurich, Riviera Boutique in Montreux, Modewerk in Liestal, and 
Vestita in Burgdorf. Each store carries unique NINA YUUN pieces that reflect the brand’s DNA of creating a unique, 
bespoke wardrobe for every woman. Selected pieces can exclusively be bought online on www.ninayuun.com/shop 




